




 
PAKISTAN TELEVISION CORPORATION LIMITED 

Ref. # PTV/ITD/Tender/PTV-Channels-Live-Streaming/2021 

https://www.ptv.com.pk/ 
 

Live Web Streaming of PTV Channels and Digital Platform Development 
  

Pakistan Television Corporation Limited (PTVC) has decided to develop digital platform PTV’s 
leading channel PTV Home, PTV News, PTV World and PTV National, for mobile, tablet and 
smart TV users. The idea is,a cloud-based quality live streaming and VOD service,would be 
provided for all above mentioned channels, with proper copyright management, geo-blocking 
andsecure media player for Web and mobile apps with maximum possible features. 
Moreover,all the developed, related Apps, media player with all source code/modules and 
installed hardware (encoder etc.) in the territory of PTV Centers will be the property of PTV 
and will be made available with PTV Channels IDs. 
 
Controller Audit on behalf of Pakistan Television Corporation Ltd., invites reputed firms to 
submit Expression of Interests (EOIs) for "Live Web Streaming of PTV Channelsand Digital 
Platform Development". RFPdocument containing detailed terms & conditions including 
description of assignment and evaluation criteria may be obtained free of cost from the office 
of undersigned or downloaded from PPRA or PTVC website:https://www.ptv.com.pk/ 
 
A carefully prepared EOIs/proposals (both hard and soft copies), in accordance with the 
instructions provided in the RFPdocuments, must be delivered in the office of Controller 
Audit, PTV Headquarters Office, Islamabad, by or before 1400 hours on17/02/2021with 
covering letter,which shall be opened on same day at Office of the Controller Audit, PTVC 
Headquarters Building, Constitution Ave. F-5/1, Islamabad at 1430 hours in the presence of 
representatives of firms who may choose to attend.  
 
Separate Technical & Financial proposals shall be submitted in a single package containing 
two sealed envelopes, marked as “Technical Proposal” and “Financial Proposal”, as per PPRA 
Rules available on https://www.ppra.org.pk/and as outlined in Section 4. The firm will be 
selected pursuantRegulation-3 (B) "Quality and Cost based Selection (QCBS) method", in 
accordance with Procurement of Consultancy Services Regulations, 2010. It may be noted that 
assignment title should be clearly written on the outer envelope or in the subject line. This 
advertisement is also available on PPRA’s website:https://www.ppra.org.pk/ 
  

KASHIF MASOOD AKBAR 
Controller Information Technology 

PTV Headquarters Office, Islamabad. 
Phone: 051-9201647 
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The rapid growth of the digital world brings with it lots of changes and evolution like emerging new 

vertical markets, like a separate group of companies and clients that are all interconnecte

specific niche, having their own set of business standards and requirements. Likewise, live web 

streaming service providers have emerged into a different marketplace with exclusive customer 

needs as compared to web hosting and email services. Fo

streaming service with digital rights management (DRM) and end to end stream encryption along

with adoptive bitrate delivery of video to the users in most efficient way and in highest useable 

quality of each specific user. However, hosting and email service providers aren’t offering such live / 

VOD streaming services. 

PTV Home, PTV News, PTV World and PTV National

Corporation, Pakistan's State Broadcaster. 

News is official government news channel, PTV World is Pakistan’s first English Channel with 

talk shows and news updates. Similarly PTV National is a worldwide entertainment channel 

which is being broadcasted in many cou

Pakistan. 

Understanding the market trends and increasing viewership of 

availability of better broadband to mobile and tablet users, PTV has decided to launch a digital 

platform for above mentioned PTV 

smart TV. The idea is that a cloud

exclusively for PTVchannels live stream

serve as linear TV / Live TV of PTV 

rights will be made available for this Platform.

and YouTube channels will also be provided to the successful firm for monetization

user acquisition. 

The purpose of this document is to specify the scope of project, type of services needed from 

experienced digital platform provider firms 

marketing/sales, development of platform

2 Purpose of this Document

1 Overview & Background

The rapid growth of the digital world brings with it lots of changes and evolution like emerging new 

vertical markets, like a separate group of companies and clients that are all interconnecte

specific niche, having their own set of business standards and requirements. Likewise, live web 

streaming service providers have emerged into a different marketplace with exclusive customer 

needs as compared to web hosting and email services. For instance, customer required live web 

streaming service with digital rights management (DRM) and end to end stream encryption along

with adoptive bitrate delivery of video to the users in most efficient way and in highest useable 

user. However, hosting and email service providers aren’t offering such live / 

Home, PTV News, PTV World and PTV National24/7 channels owned by the Pakistan Television 

roadcaster. PTV Home is a national entertainment channel, PTV 

News is official government news channel, PTV World is Pakistan’s first English Channel with 

talk shows and news updates. Similarly PTV National is a worldwide entertainment channel 

which is being broadcasted in many countries of world to show our culture and face of 

Understanding the market trends and increasing viewership of PTV channels over digital 

broadband to mobile and tablet users, PTV has decided to launch a digital 

PTV channels live and VOD monetization over the mobile, tablet and 

cloud-basedlive streaming with archive VOD service, will be provided 

stream, archival content (including golden era). This 

of PTV channels. Moreover, all the content of these PTVowns or have 

available for this Platform. Access to live streaming webpages, Facebook page

will also be provided to the successful firm for monetization, promotion

The purpose of this document is to specify the scope of project, type of services needed from 

experienced digital platform provider firms which havesufficient experience in digital 

marketing/sales, development of platform, digitization of content and takedown of illegal content 

Purpose of this Document 

Overview & Background 
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The rapid growth of the digital world brings with it lots of changes and evolution like emerging new 

vertical markets, like a separate group of companies and clients that are all interconnected around a 

specific niche, having their own set of business standards and requirements. Likewise, live web 

streaming service providers have emerged into a different marketplace with exclusive customer 

r instance, customer required live web 

streaming service with digital rights management (DRM) and end to end stream encryption along-

with adoptive bitrate delivery of video to the users in most efficient way and in highest useable 

user. However, hosting and email service providers aren’t offering such live / 

owned by the Pakistan Television 

national entertainment channel, PTV 

News is official government news channel, PTV World is Pakistan’s first English Channel with 

talk shows and news updates. Similarly PTV National is a worldwide entertainment channel 

ntries of world to show our culture and face of 

over digital with 

broadband to mobile and tablet users, PTV has decided to launch a digital 

mobile, tablet and 

will be provided 

is platform will 

PTVowns or have 

Facebook pages 

promotion and 

The purpose of this document is to specify the scope of project, type of services needed from 

havesufficient experience in digital 

, digitization of content and takedown of illegal content 



 
use over internet. The document will also explain the selection criteria and detail of all terms and 

conditions which will be required to fulfill by qualifying firms.

Pakistan Television is looking for the services of a well reputed firm to establish a digital platform, for 

Pakistan’s leading TV channels, PTV 

PTV is planning to acquire services of a company who may offer a complete cloud based white label 

platform/solution including development of mobile

management system (CMS) and stats reporting. The service will serve VOD and live st

users of various platforms like Android, iOS, and Tizen (Mobile Phone, PCs, Mac & Smart TVs etc.). 

will not only act as linear/ live TV but also provide VOD services. Further to this technical facilitation, 

the company will also be responsibl

clarified that the developed platform

installed hardware (encoder etc.) in the territory of PTV 

content made available of this platform would be with PTVC copyright. The selected firm will also 

ensure copyright of the content and stopping any illegal use over the web/digital.

Restating, following are the terms of reference firms must consider to f

interest documents with all technical 

 The proposed solution would be cloud based

plusconcurrent users. 

 All timelines for the development of 

stat reporting system will also be submitted with t

diagram to provides a high

to quickly understand suggested solution for 

 Apps would be made available for leading platforms like iOS, Android

popular platforms. 

 Service should be capable of maintaining record of s

physical address that has been confirmed to match the registered billing address on the 

credit card or other payment mechanism used to pay for the user's subscription. (iii) phone 

number  

 Service should be capable a

delivery, ensuring that only 

3 Terms of Reference

use over internet. The document will also explain the selection criteria and detail of all terms and 

will be required to fulfill by qualifying firms. 

Pakistan Television is looking for the services of a well reputed firm to establish a digital platform, for 

PTV Home, PTV News, PTV World and PTV National. For 

to acquire services of a company who may offer a complete cloud based white label 

platform/solution including development of mobile/smart TV apps with comprehensive content 

and stats reporting. The service will serve VOD and live st

users of various platforms like Android, iOS, and Tizen (Mobile Phone, PCs, Mac & Smart TVs etc.). 

will not only act as linear/ live TV but also provide VOD services. Further to this technical facilitation, 

the company will also be responsible to market the product, promotion and monetization

clarified that the developed platform, related Apps, media player with all source code/modules and 

installed hardware (encoder etc.) in the territory of PTV Centerswould be PTVC property and a

content made available of this platform would be with PTVC copyright. The selected firm will also 

copyright of the content and stopping any illegal use over the web/digital. 

Restating, following are the terms of reference firms must consider to finalize their expression of 

interest documents with all technical details: - 

The proposed solution would be cloud based with capability of managing load of 

All timelines for the development of apps, content management system (CMS)

reporting system will also be submitted with the proposed solution diagrams (

provides a high-level orientation of the architecture. This diagram

understand suggested solution for a particular initiative. 

Apps would be made available for leading platforms like iOS, Android, Tizen

Service should be capable of maintaining record of subscriber like (i) email address (ii) 

physical address that has been confirmed to match the registered billing address on the 

credit card or other payment mechanism used to pay for the user's subscription. (iii) phone 

Service should be capable authenticate with proper login mechanism prior to video 

delivery, ensuring that only authorized users are granted access to the video player.Log of 

Terms of Reference (TORs) 
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use over internet. The document will also explain the selection criteria and detail of all terms and 

Pakistan Television is looking for the services of a well reputed firm to establish a digital platform, for 

. For this purpose 

to acquire services of a company who may offer a complete cloud based white label 

smart TV apps with comprehensive content 

and stats reporting. The service will serve VOD and live streaming to 

users of various platforms like Android, iOS, and Tizen (Mobile Phone, PCs, Mac & Smart TVs etc.). It 

will not only act as linear/ live TV but also provide VOD services. Further to this technical facilitation, 

monetization. It is also 

, related Apps, media player with all source code/modules and 

would be PTVC property and all 

content made available of this platform would be with PTVC copyright. The selected firm will also 

inalize their expression of 

with capability of managing load of 100K 

(CMS), a proper 

diagrams (concept 

level orientation of the architecture. This diagram will helps us 

Tizen and all future 

) email address (ii) 

physical address that has been confirmed to match the registered billing address on the 

credit card or other payment mechanism used to pay for the user's subscription. (iii) phone 

login mechanism prior to video 

users are granted access to the video player.Log of 



 
Device authentication and granting access for a video player app or device.Users must be 

re-authenticated each time the video pla

left (user navigates to a different page) or the player app is exited.The number of users 

permitted to watch video streams must be limited to a maximum of two (2) per 

authenticated user account and such con

system in use or a parallel mechanism that is hardened against blocking, replay attacks, and 

other forms of tampering / simulation. 

 Proper Digital Rights Management (DRM) system

Google Widevine Modular, Cisco VideoGuard Everywhere, Adobe Primetime DRM and 

Irdeto Secure Key Exchange

service. This should be Multi

Decryption Modules (CDMs) for maximum browsers and devices types.

 The suggested solution should include m

relevant Content Delivery Network(s) (CDN(s)). A 

be used, either retrieving key data from a component of the DRM system, or using a 

common encryption process (e.g. CENC) interfaced with the multi

system.  

 Support for content license

authenticated user session. 

 The provided DRM system or multi

mechanism to manage viewer

monitor all active streaming sessions. 

 The suggested solution should also have mechanism of 

limitation on the ability to access video streams even for authenticated users, from within 

the allowed Territory. There must be way to check 

use of a database which maps IP addresses to individual countries. 

 Main feature required in hosting, CDN

o Live/VOD streaming will offer 

users in most efficient way 

o All content streaming should be Multi DRM supportive.

o Live streaming will be end to end encrypted with geo

o Digital watermarking 

(OTTplatform identi

Device authentication and granting access for a video player app or device.Users must be 

authenticated each time the video player web site is accessed after having been either 

left (user navigates to a different page) or the player app is exited.The number of users 

permitted to watch video streams must be limited to a maximum of two (2) per 

authenticated user account and such concurrency should be controlled through the DRM 

system in use or a parallel mechanism that is hardened against blocking, replay attacks, and 

other forms of tampering / simulation.  

Digital Rights Management (DRM) system should be used like Microsoft P

Google Widevine Modular, Cisco VideoGuard Everywhere, Adobe Primetime DRM and 

Irdeto Secure Key Exchange, to provide media and access security for all video by 

Multi-DRM supported, in order to support the in

Decryption Modules (CDMs) for maximum browsers and devices types. 

solution should include media encryption, prior to publishing through the 

relevant Content Delivery Network(s) (CDN(s)). A standardized encryption algorithm 

used, either retrieving key data from a component of the DRM system, or using a 

common encryption process (e.g. CENC) interfaced with the multi-DRM management 

license acquisition should be possible by players that have a curren

authenticated user session.  

DRM system or multi-DRM management system should providea built

mechanism to manage viewer’s concurrency, this mechanism must be implemented so as to 

monitor all active streaming sessions.  

The suggested solution should also have mechanism of geo-blocking to apply 

limitation on the ability to access video streams even for authenticated users, from within 

There must be way to check user’s geographic location t

use of a database which maps IP addresses to individual countries.  

hosting, CDN/eCDN, Apps and CMS would be  

streaming will offer adaptive /variable bitrate delivery of video to the 

users in most efficient way and in highest useable quality. 

All content streaming should be Multi DRM supportive. 

Live streaming will be end to end encrypted with geo-blocking support.

Digital watermarking should be required to identify stream from other providers

(OTTplatform identifier). 
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Device authentication and granting access for a video player app or device.Users must be 

yer web site is accessed after having been either 

left (user navigates to a different page) or the player app is exited.The number of users 

permitted to watch video streams must be limited to a maximum of two (2) per 

currency should be controlled through the DRM 

system in use or a parallel mechanism that is hardened against blocking, replay attacks, and 

Microsoft PlayReady, 

Google Widevine Modular, Cisco VideoGuard Everywhere, Adobe Primetime DRM and 

to provide media and access security for all video by proposed 

, in order to support the in-built Content 

prior to publishing through the 

encryption algorithm should 

used, either retrieving key data from a component of the DRM system, or using a 

DRM management 

possible by players that have a current 

providea built-in 

concurrency, this mechanism must be implemented so as to 

to apply geographic 

limitation on the ability to access video streams even for authenticated users, from within 

user’s geographic location through the 

itrate delivery of video to the 

blocking support. 

should be required to identify stream from other providers 



 
o System should be capable of logging user devices, sessions and location details for 

audit and tracing.  

 The content management system would be designed/developed and an admin level access 

will be shared with PTV. 

 Company will be responsible for the 

 All developed Apps & Webpages will be market with the name and brand of 

 Company will be responsible for the marketing, product promotion and monetization

 Company will be responsible for 

geofencing of content. 

 PTV will provide access to 

platform. 

 Access to Facebook pages and YouTube channels of PTV 

the successful firm for monetization

 The content, developed applications, CMS &

maintenance, website monitoring and website reporting 

player with all source code/modules and installed hardware (encoder etc.) in the 

PTV Channelswill be PTVC’s property and company w

source code and full access to everything after the end of the contract 

facilitatethe migration process

 A contract would be signed

therefore no firm is allowed to quote any CAPEX or OPEX at any stage.

 

The scope of the assignment includes

i) Platform Provision  

The selected firm will develop

PTVC. The service will serve VOD and livestream to users of various platforms such as Android, 

iOS, and Tizen (Mobile Phone, PCs, Mac, 

linear/live TV but also provide VOD services. PTV

also clarified, that the developed platform would be PTVC property and all content made 

available of this platform would be with PTVC copyright.

4 Scope of Work 

System should be capable of logging user devices, sessions and location details for 

 

The content management system would be designed/developed and an admin level access 

Company will be responsible for the development of all application(s) for digital platform

All developed Apps & Webpages will be market with the name and brand of PTV

Company will be responsible for the marketing, product promotion and monetization

Company will be responsible for all legal issues with respect to copyright, takedown and 

to all content for streaming, transcoding and uploading on digital 

Access to Facebook pages and YouTube channels of PTV channels, will also be

the successful firm for monetization and promotion. 

The content, developed applications, CMS &all related software modules for website 

maintenance, website monitoring and website reporting which company provide

player with all source code/modules and installed hardware (encoder etc.) in the 

will be PTVC’s property and company would be bound to handover

access to everything after the end of the contract 

process. 

ed with successful firm/company based on revenue sharing model, 

is allowed to quote any CAPEX or OPEX at any stage. 

includes but not limited tothe following: - 

develop and manage a digital platform, for PTVchannels, as suggested by 

PTVC. The service will serve VOD and livestream to users of various platforms such as Android, 

iOS, and Tizen (Mobile Phone, PCs, Mac, Apple TV & Smart TVs etc.). This will not only act as 

linear/live TV but also provide VOD services. PTV will provide livestream of PTV 

also clarified, that the developed platform would be PTVC property and all content made 

available of this platform would be with PTVC copyright. 
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System should be capable of logging user devices, sessions and location details for 

The content management system would be designed/developed and an admin level access 

application(s) for digital platform. 

PTV.   

Company will be responsible for the marketing, product promotion and monetization/sales. 

all legal issues with respect to copyright, takedown and 

transcoding and uploading on digital 

will also be provided to 

related software modules for website 

company provide, media 

player with all source code/modules and installed hardware (encoder etc.) in the vicinity of 

handover complete 

access to everything after the end of the contract and will fully 

with successful firm/company based on revenue sharing model, 

 

, as suggested by 

PTVC. The service will serve VOD and livestream to users of various platforms such as Android, 

TV & Smart TVs etc.). This will not only act as 

TV Channels. It is 

also clarified, that the developed platform would be PTVC property and all content made 



 
 

a) Cloud Based Setup 

The selected firm is required to develop a c

platform/solution with proper load balancing features

borne by firm. The cloud setup credentials will be owned by PTVC, however fully managed 

by the firm. 

b) Content Management System

A comprehensive content management system would be designed/developed by the 

selected firm, with all options of location

metadata and geo-fencing including automatic content ingestion and publication workflow 

management. A separate CMS admin account would be shared with PTVC.

c) Apps 

The developed applications would be made available for leading platforms like iOS, 

Android & Tizen. VOD and live streaming will offer 

player having maximum feature like YouTube provided video player. Similarly, provided 

video library would also provide an efficient and convenient way of navigating and 

searching. 

d) Dashboard and Reporting

The firm will be responsible to design dashboard and stats rep

showing monetization activities. An admin level access to dashboard and reporting would 

be shared with PTV. 

e) Multi DRM Support 

The firm will be responsible to 

maintain records / logs of users

limitation will also be managed by the firm. End to End encryption of streams should be 

ensured in proposed solution.

f) Hardware (Encoder etc.) 

The firm will be responsible to install all required hardware (Encoder etc.) in the territory 

of PTV centers to encode live feed before uploading it on server. The all installed hardware 

cost will be beard by the selected firm and at the end of contract, the in

and it’s software modules will be PTV’s property.

ii) Marketing and Promotion 

The selected firm is required to develop a complete cloud based white label 

platform/solution with proper load balancing features.All the cost for cloud services will be 

cloud setup credentials will be owned by PTVC, however fully managed 

ystem 

omprehensive content management system would be designed/developed by the 

selected firm, with all options of location-based content availability, synopsis and related 

fencing including automatic content ingestion and publication workflow 

anagement. A separate CMS admin account would be shared with PTVC. 

The developed applications would be made available for leading platforms like iOS, 

Android & Tizen. VOD and live streaming will offer adoptive bitrate delivery 

ing maximum feature like YouTube provided video player. Similarly, provided 

video library would also provide an efficient and convenient way of navigating and 

Dashboard and Reporting 

The firm will be responsible to design dashboard and stats reporting to transparently 

showing monetization activities. An admin level access to dashboard and reporting would 

The firm will be responsible to ensure authentication of content before delivery and 

logs of users through a proper DRM service. Likewise, concurrency 

limitation will also be managed by the firm. End to End encryption of streams should be 

ensured in proposed solution. 

 

irm will be responsible to install all required hardware (Encoder etc.) in the territory 

to encode live feed before uploading it on server. The all installed hardware 

cost will be beard by the selected firm and at the end of contract, the installed hardware 

and it’s software modules will be PTV’s property. 
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omplete cloud based white label 

.All the cost for cloud services will be 

cloud setup credentials will be owned by PTVC, however fully managed 

omprehensive content management system would be designed/developed by the 

based content availability, synopsis and related 

fencing including automatic content ingestion and publication workflow 

The developed applications would be made available for leading platforms like iOS, 

adoptive bitrate delivery of video with 

ing maximum feature like YouTube provided video player. Similarly, provided 

video library would also provide an efficient and convenient way of navigating and 

orting to transparently 

showing monetization activities. An admin level access to dashboard and reporting would 

ensure authentication of content before delivery and 

Likewise, concurrency 

limitation will also be managed by the firm. End to End encryption of streams should be 

irm will be responsible to install all required hardware (Encoder etc.) in the territory 

to encode live feed before uploading it on server. The all installed hardware 

stalled hardware 



 
Company will be responsible for the marketing and promotion of the product for acquisition of 

users. Moreover, PTV Existing Platforms (TV, Website and Social Media P

used for the marketing and promotion of developed PTV 

YouTube channel. 

iii) Sales / Monetization 

Company will be responsible for sales and monetization. Moreover, PTV

YouTube channels and Faceboo

revenue. Selected firm is required to share completed details of sale/monetization and 

generated revenue. 

iv) Monetization of PTV Official YouTube Channels

PTV desires that the selected firm should monetize

generate maximum revenue. Other platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram may 

also be allowed to use for traffic divergence to YouTube. 

v) Take Down 

The selected firm will be authorized to takedown all illegal

and firm will be responsible for all legal issues with respect to copyrights, takedown and geo

fencing of content. The firm will also provide subscriber / users logs as if required to PTV.

 

Method of selection will be Quality and Cost Based. The weights given to the Technical and Financial 
Proposals are: 

T = Technical Proposal

F = Financial Proposal

For the selection of firms, following criteria

SL. # 

(A) COMPANY PROFILE: 

(i)  
Number of years in IT Business  

(a) 3 years and above-- 25 p

(c) less than 2years-- 0 points 
(ii)  

 International Certifications and 

5 Selection Criteria

Company will be responsible for the marketing and promotion of the product for acquisition of 

users. Moreover, PTV Existing Platforms (TV, Website and Social Media Pages) may also be 

used for the marketing and promotion of developed PTV Channels Digital Platform and 

Company will be responsible for sales and monetization. Moreover, PTVchannels

and Facebook Pages may also be used for monetization to increase 

revenue. Selected firm is required to share completed details of sale/monetization and 

Monetization of PTV Official YouTube Channels 

PTV desires that the selected firm should monetize our YouTube channels of PTV 

generate maximum revenue. Other platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram may 

also be allowed to use for traffic divergence to YouTube.  

The selected firm will be authorized to takedown all illegal copies being used over the digital 

and firm will be responsible for all legal issues with respect to copyrights, takedown and geo

The firm will also provide subscriber / users logs as if required to PTV.

Method of selection will be Quality and Cost Based. The weights given to the Technical and Financial 

T = Technical Proposal 70% 

F = Financial Proposal 30% 

following criteria will be used: 

CRITERIA 

Number of years in IT Business   

points (b) 2 to less than 3 years    -- 15 points 

 

International Certifications and Collaborations.(Max 25 points) 

Selection Criteria 
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Company will be responsible for the marketing and promotion of the product for acquisition of 

ages) may also be 

Digital Platform and 

channels’ existing 

may also be used for monetization to increase 

revenue. Selected firm is required to share completed details of sale/monetization and 

of PTV channelsto 

generate maximum revenue. Other platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram may 

copies being used over the digital 

and firm will be responsible for all legal issues with respect to copyrights, takedown and geo-

The firm will also provide subscriber / users logs as if required to PTV. 

 
Method of selection will be Quality and Cost Based. The weights given to the Technical and Financial 

Max. 
Points 

500 

25  

25  



 
(iii) Partnership / Collaboration with telecom & mobile operator for provisioning of content to 

users. (Max 50 points) 

(iv)  Number of developed products / Apps (VOD/OTT Apps) with Stats (downloads / 

subscription). (Max 50 points) 

(v) Firms have developed own Digital Platform

(like marketing, promotion and user acquisition

through monetization 

(a) For 2 years or more having annual earning Rs. 80 Million or more

(b) For 2 years or more having annual earning Rs. 40 Million to 79.99 
points 

(c) For 1 years and <2 years 

(d) For 1years and <2 years 
75points 

(e) Elsewise --0 points 
 

(vi) Digital Platform(s) user acquisition (downloads / subscription)

(a) For 5 Million or more               

(b) For 1 Millionand < 5 Million

(c) Less than 1 Million                            

 (Attach relevant authenticated certificates and reports) 

(B) SECURE PLATFORM FOR DISTRIBUTION OF CONTENT 

(i)  

The firms will provide proposedsolution 

will provide complete details 

technology partners, will be engaged in the solution

(C)  UNDERSTANDING THE REQUIREMENTS 

(i)  

Live Stream Platform Requirements

How firms understand PTV channels 

content over the Internet where people can watch from any device based on the 

subscription plans provided by each OTT player 

offered? How concurrent users load is being mana

Management techniques, Ad Insertion (Pre/Mid/Post Roll, SSAI), Ad Server Details

Partnership / Collaboration with telecom & mobile operator for provisioning of content to 

Number of developed products / Apps (VOD/OTT Apps) with Stats (downloads / 

 

own Digital Platform(s) and successfully operated it’s all operations 

, promotion and user acquisition etc.) and details of annual earnings 

having annual earning Rs. 80 Million or more-200 point

For 2 years or more having annual earning Rs. 40 Million to 79.99 Million

and <2 years having annual earning Rs. 80 Million or more  -100

1years and <2 years having annual earning Rs. 40 Million to 79.99 Million 

Digital Platform(s) user acquisition (downloads / subscription) 

or more               -150 points 

and < 5 Million--50 points 

Less than 1 Million                            ---0 point 

(Attach relevant authenticated certificates and reports)  

SECURE PLATFORM FOR DISTRIBUTION OF CONTENT  

proposedsolution diagram with multi DRM and eCDN services

details that how multi DRM, eCDN and WebRTC/streaming

will be engaged in the solution, proposed for PTV Channels. 

(Max 200 p

UNDERSTANDING THE REQUIREMENTS  

Platform Requirements 

channels media streaming platform that delivers media 

content over the Internet where people can watch from any device based on the 

subscription plans provided by each OTT player service setup. What features are being 

offered? How concurrent users load is being managed? Geofencing & Digital Rights 

Management techniques, Ad Insertion (Pre/Mid/Post Roll, SSAI), Ad Server Details
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Partnership / Collaboration with telecom & mobile operator for provisioning of content to 
50 

Number of developed products / Apps (VOD/OTT Apps) with Stats (downloads / 
50 

all operations 

and details of annual earnings 

oints 

Million -150 

100points 

having annual earning Rs. 40 Million to 79.99 Million -

200 

150 

 

200 

services.Firm 

/streaming 

 

0 points) 

200 

200 

edia streaming platform that delivers media 

content over the Internet where people can watch from any device based on the 

. What features are being 

ofencing & Digital Rights 

Management techniques, Ad Insertion (Pre/Mid/Post Roll, SSAI), Ad Server Details. (Max 

40 



 
40 points) 
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(ii) 

VOD Technical Requirement 

Uploading, Versioning (subtitling, language dubbing), Synopsis and related metadata, 

CMS Development, Time required to upload a program after it ends on live, Setting up 

Custom CMS for App and Web, Capability to Curate VODs from live feeds

(iii) 

PTV Channels App 

Features that would be provided to users. Gadgets

(android, iOS, Tizen). Video Player features and quality of video. VOD search and meta 

data. Adaptive Bit Rates (up to

(iv) 
Application and Web Technical Requirements

Realistic timeline to develop and launch App

(v) 

Analytics Requirements 

App/Web reporting tools and types of reports available, Streaming reports and 

dashboard, platform complete insight and monetization reporting, Tracking 

subscribers.  

(vi) 

Technical Capability Requirements

Size of Dedicated Development Team and 

Dedicated QA Engineer, After Hours Outage Support

(D)  SUPPORT, TRAINING AND SERVICE CAPABILITY 

(i)  Clearly defined support and escalation procedures in place

 

 

Technical proposal shall be marked as per following formula:

(70 marks x obtained marks / 1000)

After Technical Proposal Evaluation is completed, the firms

meet the minimum qualifying marks (800) or were considered nonresponsive to the RFP and Terms 

of References, indicating that their Financial proposals will be returned unopened, on request, after 

Uploading, Versioning (subtitling, language dubbing), Synopsis and related metadata, 

Development, Time required to upload a program after it ends on live, Setting up 

Custom CMS for App and Web, Capability to Curate VODs from live feeds. (Max 40 points)

Features that would be provided to users. Gadgets/OS that needs to be addressed 

(android, iOS, Tizen). Video Player features and quality of video. VOD search and meta 

up to 1080P), Live stream ingestion Support.(Max 40 points)

Application and Web Technical Requirements 

and launch App,CMS and configuration / setup of platform.

App/Web reporting tools and types of reports available, Streaming reports and 

dashboard, platform complete insight and monetization reporting, Tracking 

Requirements 

Size of Dedicated Development Team and Types of Resources, Dedicated DevOps, 

Dedicated QA Engineer, After Hours Outage Support.(Max 40 points) 

SUPPORT, TRAINING AND SERVICE CAPABILITY  

Clearly defined support and escalation procedures in place.(Max 100 points) 

Total Points 

Qualifying Points

Technical proposal shall be marked as per following formula: 

(70 marks x obtained marks / 1000) 

After Technical Proposal Evaluation is completed, the firms will be notified whose proposals did not 

qualifying marks (800) or were considered nonresponsive to the RFP and Terms 

of References, indicating that their Financial proposals will be returned unopened, on request, after 
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Uploading, Versioning (subtitling, language dubbing), Synopsis and related metadata, 

Development, Time required to upload a program after it ends on live, Setting up 

. (Max 40 points) 

40 

/OS that needs to be addressed 

(android, iOS, Tizen). Video Player features and quality of video. VOD search and meta 

.(Max 40 points) 

40 

,CMS and configuration / setup of platform. 40 

App/Web reporting tools and types of reports available, Streaming reports and 

dashboard, platform complete insight and monetization reporting, Tracking users/ 20 

Types of Resources, Dedicated DevOps, 20 

100 

100 

Total Points 1000 

Qualifying Points 800 

whose proposals did not 

qualifying marks (800) or were considered nonresponsive to the RFP and Terms 

of References, indicating that their Financial proposals will be returned unopened, on request, after 



 
completing the selection process. T

minimum qualifying marks, indicating the date and time set for opening of Financial Proposals. The 

opening date shall be informed in advance. The notification may be sent by courier 

letter/email/facsimile. The Financial Proposals shall be opened in the presence of the authorized 

representatives of the firms who choose to attend.

Financial proposal shall be marked a

((10 marks x %age of revenue share) + (10 x Probability of MG) + (10 x %age of Financial forecast))

The contract shall be awarded to the 

financial evaluation. In case two or more bidders obtain equal marks,the contract shall be awarded 

to the firm offering the highest share and MG

i) The applicant firms must be registered

National Tax Number (Attach copy).

ii) PTVC reserves the right to reject all or a part of this (TOR) 

the proposal requirements will be made by written 

obligation to select any of bidder(s) submitting the proposal and has right to cancel the 

assignment without mentioning

iii) PTVC shall not be liable for an

Respondent hereby indemnifies to hold PTVC harmless from all liability(ies), claim(s) or 

expense(s) incurred in any manner whatsoever by or on its behalf of that person or 

organization in connection with or relat

iv) All responses must be valid for at least 

PTVC may request clarification or elaboration of the response for the purpose of evaluation.  

Such clarifications or elaborations

portion so amended or clarified.

v) All the hired services will be on revenue sharing model; therefore, firms are not allowed to 

quote any CAPEX or OPEX at any stage.

vi) The firm with revenue sharing

revenue projection (forecast) 

6 Terms and Conditions

completing the selection process. The firm shall be notified simultaneously that has secured the 

minimum qualifying marks, indicating the date and time set for opening of Financial Proposals. The 

shall be informed in advance. The notification may be sent by courier 

letter/email/facsimile. The Financial Proposals shall be opened in the presence of the authorized 

representatives of the firms who choose to attend. 

Financial proposal shall be marked as per following formula: 

((10 marks x %age of revenue share) + (10 x Probability of MG) + (10 x %age of Financial forecast))

The contract shall be awarded to the firm/consultant obtaining the highest marks aftertechnical and 

wo or more bidders obtain equal marks,the contract shall be awarded 

highest share and MG. 

The applicant firms must be registered, having complete postal address, telephone, fax

National Tax Number (Attach copy). 

PTVC reserves the right to reject all or a part of this (TOR) without prior notice. Any change

the proposal requirements will be made by written corrigendum/addendum. PTVC is under no 

obligation to select any of bidder(s) submitting the proposal and has right to cancel the 

mentioning any cause. 

PTVC shall not be liable for any costs incurred in preparing response to this 

Respondent hereby indemnifies to hold PTVC harmless from all liability(ies), claim(s) or 

expense(s) incurred in any manner whatsoever by or on its behalf of that person or 

on with or related to this process. 

All responses must be valid for at least 180 days commencing on the Due Date, during which 

PTVC may request clarification or elaboration of the response for the purpose of evaluation.  

Such clarifications or elaborations shall not affect the remainder of the response except for the 

portion so amended or clarified. 

will be on revenue sharing model; therefore, firms are not allowed to 

quote any CAPEX or OPEX at any stage. 

The firm with revenue sharing percentage in the financial proposal would also provide 

(forecast) and minimum guarantee (MG) commitment in US Dollar only

Terms and Conditions 
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he firm shall be notified simultaneously that has secured the 

minimum qualifying marks, indicating the date and time set for opening of Financial Proposals. The 

shall be informed in advance. The notification may be sent by courier 

letter/email/facsimile. The Financial Proposals shall be opened in the presence of the authorized 

((10 marks x %age of revenue share) + (10 x Probability of MG) + (10 x %age of Financial forecast)) 

consultant obtaining the highest marks aftertechnical and 

wo or more bidders obtain equal marks,the contract shall be awarded 

 

having complete postal address, telephone, fax and 

. Any changes in 

addendum. PTVC is under no 

obligation to select any of bidder(s) submitting the proposal and has right to cancel the 

y costs incurred in preparing response to this assignment.  

Respondent hereby indemnifies to hold PTVC harmless from all liability(ies), claim(s) or 

expense(s) incurred in any manner whatsoever by or on its behalf of that person or 

0 days commencing on the Due Date, during which 

PTVC may request clarification or elaboration of the response for the purpose of evaluation.  

shall not affect the remainder of the response except for the 

will be on revenue sharing model; therefore, firms are not allowed to 

percentage in the financial proposal would also provide 

in US Dollar only. 



 
vii) Bidder must submit a letter of commitment/ affidavit on registered stamp paper duly attested 

by Notary Public for 24/7/365 prompt support after commissioning of the service.

that proposal(s) will not be considered without th

viii) The information provided within this TOR is intended to help prospective respondents in 

creating a viable proposal. How

responding to this TOR to complete their own due diligence

ix) The successful firm will have to sign an agreement/contract with PTVC initially for a period of 

05-years, which will be further 

the termination of the agreement/contract will be decided by either party on mutually agreed 

notice period if the performance is unsatisfactory.

x) The digitized content, developed applications, CMS &

operations and maintenance, for monitoring and reporting platform that company provide will 

be PTVC’s property and company will be responsible to give complete source

to everything after the end/termination

xi) All the cost for cloud services will be borne by firm

will be owned by PTVC, however fully managed by the firm.

xii) The interested firm will share a complete ti

PTVChannels’ Digital Platform that will not be more than 

xiii) The firm will be responsible for provisioning of 24/7 prompt support to ensure availability and 

quality of services. 

xiv) As mentioned in TORs, the 

business model and related revenue models (Ad based, Subscription based or hybrid) 

(b) Monthly/ Yearly Revenue Commitment/Projections (c) Revenue Sharing percentages 

and(d) YouTube, Web & Social Media 

The Proposal should clearly mention 

criteria mentioned above. A proposal shall be rejected if it is found deficient of separately sealed 

Technical Proposal and Financial Proposal

Platform Development for PTV Channels

on 17/02/2021, in the office of 

Controller Audit / Chairman Senior Tender Committee 
Pakistan Television Corporation 
Headquarters Office, Constitution Ave, F
Islamabad. 

Bidder must submit a letter of commitment/ affidavit on registered stamp paper duly attested 

r 24/7/365 prompt support after commissioning of the service.

that proposal(s) will not be considered without this document. 

The information provided within this TOR is intended to help prospective respondents in 

creating a viable proposal. However, it shall be the sole and absolute responsibility of those 

responding to this TOR to complete their own due diligence 

The successful firm will have to sign an agreement/contract with PTVC initially for a period of 

years, which will be further extendable on mutual agreed terms and conditions. However, 

the termination of the agreement/contract will be decided by either party on mutually agreed 

notice period if the performance is unsatisfactory. 

The digitized content, developed applications, CMS & all related software modules for 

operations and maintenance, for monitoring and reporting platform that company provide will 

be PTVC’s property and company will be responsible to give complete source code

to everything after the end/termination of the contract and fully facilitate migration

All the cost for cloud services will be borne by firm. The cloud ownership and setup credentials 

will be owned by PTVC, however fully managed by the firm. 

The interested firm will share a complete timeline for the development and deployment of 

Digital Platform that will not be more than 60 days. 

The firm will be responsible for provisioning of 24/7 prompt support to ensure availability and 

As mentioned in TORs, the financial proposal will clearly explain (a) suggested

business model and related revenue models (Ad based, Subscription based or hybrid) 

(b) Monthly/ Yearly Revenue Commitment/Projections (c) Revenue Sharing percentages 

and(d) YouTube, Web & Social Media generated revenue sharing percentage. 

mention details of all the required information against the selection 

A proposal shall be rejected if it is found deficient of separately sealed 

Financial Proposal ina sealed envelope.The sealed proposals 

Channels” complete in all aspects should reach latest by 

Controller Audit / Chairman Senior Tender Committee  

Headquarters Office, Constitution Ave, F-5/1  
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Bidder must submit a letter of commitment/ affidavit on registered stamp paper duly attested 

r 24/7/365 prompt support after commissioning of the service. Please note 

The information provided within this TOR is intended to help prospective respondents in 

ever, it shall be the sole and absolute responsibility of those 

The successful firm will have to sign an agreement/contract with PTVC initially for a period of 

extendable on mutual agreed terms and conditions. However, 

the termination of the agreement/contract will be decided by either party on mutually agreed 

all related software modules for 

operations and maintenance, for monitoring and reporting platform that company provide will 

code and access 

facilitate migration process. 

The cloud ownership and setup credentials 

meline for the development and deployment of 

The firm will be responsible for provisioning of 24/7 prompt support to ensure availability and 

financial proposal will clearly explain (a) suggested 

business model and related revenue models (Ad based, Subscription based or hybrid)  

(b) Monthly/ Yearly Revenue Commitment/Projections (c) Revenue Sharing percentages 

all the required information against the selection 

A proposal shall be rejected if it is found deficient of separately sealed 

The sealed proposals titled “Digital 

” complete in all aspects should reach latest by 1400 hours 



 

I/We declare that the information provided in the “PTV 

accurate and can be proved whenever required. I/We further declare if in

provided by me/us in this “Expression of Interest” proved to be incorrect at any point, PTVC reserves 

the right to take any action deemed feasible by the PTVC authorities against me/us. I/We further 

declare that our company___________

black listed by any division, department or organization of Government of Pakistan. The decision of 

PTVC shall be regarding the acceptance or rejection of the bid shall be final and bin

be challenged in the court of law. 

For any query or information, the company may contact the following Officials of Information 

Technology Division, PTV Headquarters Office, Islamabad”

Please take an appointment for meeting.

Kashif Masood Akbar 
Controller Information Technology 
Cell: 0333 512 6785 
 
Muhammad Behzad Barlas  
Deputy Controller Information Technology
Cell: 051-9210257 
 
Muhammad Imran Mann 
IT Professional 
Cell: 0322 704 1481 
 

8 Contact Information

7 Undertaking 

I/We declare that the information provided in the “PTV Channels Digital Platform” project is 

accurate and can be proved whenever required. I/We further declare if in any case the information 

provided by me/us in this “Expression of Interest” proved to be incorrect at any point, PTVC reserves 

the right to take any action deemed feasible by the PTVC authorities against me/us. I/We further 

________________________(Company Name here) ______________________________ 

black listed by any division, department or organization of Government of Pakistan. The decision of 

PTVC shall be regarding the acceptance or rejection of the bid shall be final and binding and will not 

For any query or information, the company may contact the following Officials of Information 

PTV Headquarters Office, Islamabad”, in working days during official timing. 

r meeting. 

 

Deputy Controller Information Technology 

Contact Information 
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Digital Platform” project is 

case the information 

provided by me/us in this “Expression of Interest” proved to be incorrect at any point, PTVC reserves 

the right to take any action deemed feasible by the PTVC authorities against me/us. I/We further 

______________________________ is not 

black listed by any division, department or organization of Government of Pakistan. The decision of 

ding and will not 

 

For any query or information, the company may contact the following Officials of Information 

, in working days during official timing. 


